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DAMA NCR’s Chapter Meeting 
Chapter meetings are held quarterly, on the second Wednesday of the month. Next Chapter meeting will 
be on Wednesday 14 December, 2022 at 17:00; the invitation, presentation details, and agenda for next 
meeting will be forthcoming. 
 
Please stay connected and subscribe to receive the monthly newsletter and emails from the NRC-RCN 
Chapter. 

DAMA NCR Job Postings Forum 

DAMA NCR created a Job Postings Forum to help members advertise available data-related job 

opportunities within their organizations to the DAMA NCR community. We maintain a distribution list of 

~200 data community members in the NCR and hope this forum assists in facilitating resourcing 

demands. Subscribe to the Job Postings Forum to receive updates. 

Education & Programs 

Visit the Membership Portal’s Resources to  access discount codes and the Upcoming & Past Events 
page for consolidated events calendar. Login into your account for exclusive access.  

DAMA NRC-RCN Store 

Welcome to the DAMA NRC-RCN online store. Browse the selection of items available for purchase. 

DAMA members get a discount on all current books on offer.  

 

Upcoming Events and Conferences  

DAMA NCR-RCN Data and Drinks. (Registration – free event). December 13, 2022, 6:00 to 

8:00 PM at 10 Fourteen Bar – 1014 Wellington St. West, Ottawa.  

DAMA NCR-RCN is hosting monthly social events every third Tuesday of each month. Come join data 
professionals from the National Capital Region to socialize, strengthen business connections, get fresh 
ideas, and raise your professional profile. 
 
 
 

https://www.dama-ncr-rcn.ca/
https://www.dama-ncr-rcn.ca/page-1740641
https://dama-ncr-rcn.ca/Member-Resources
https://dama-ncr-rcn.ca/page-1740622
https://www.dama-ncr-rcn.ca/Store
https://www.dama-ncr-rcn.ca/event-5039977/Registration
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US State SPI Opt-In Requirements for Marketers and Advertisers. (Virtual). January 

24, 2023, 11:00 AM to 12:00 PM EST. 

Important examples include the right to opt-out of data sharing and profiling, to limit the use of sensitive 

personal information (SPI), the right to rectification or correction, and the right to appeal. In this webinar, 

you will learn about the data types considered as SPI under each state law and the opt-in requirements for 

SPI. Learn the SPI differences between the CPRA, CDPA, and CPA – from what information is included in 

the definitions of SPI outlined by each law, to how to handle it, and what rights consumers have 

concerning their SPI. 

 

Live Demo: Embark on Your Trust Journey with Consent and Preferences. (Virtual). 
January 31, 2023, 11:00 AM to 12:00 PM EST. 

Learn how OneTrust can help achieve your marketing goals. 70% of consumers report that trust is more 

important now than ever before. Data transparency, particularly regarding consent and preferences, is 

critical to forming lasting customer relationships. 

 

Convincing Stakeholders Data Governance is Essential (Watch-on-Demand).  
Why there is need to convince stakeholders of the importance of Data Governance and why they should 
invest in Data Governance. 

 

Understanding the Data You Have Before Applying a Governance Strategy (Watch-

on-Demand).  
Discus the importance of knowing your data before applying a governance strategy. 
 

Meet the data and analytics leaders driving business results with data (PODCAST 

1) (Recording).  
Rakuten’s Takuya Kitagawa on Digital Twins, Getting a CEO to Love Data, and Moonshots. 
 

Meet the data and analytics leaders driving business results with data (PODCAST 

2) (Recording).  

Etsy's Chu-Cheng Hsieh on Using Data to Develop a Thriving Marketplace. 
 

Automating Data Policies: Retention, Classification, Minimization, and More 

(Watch-on-Demand – YouTube).   
As businesses rely more heavily on the processing of personal data to create value, enforcement of data 
retention, classification, and minimization policies becomes more challenging for privacy and 
governance professionals. In the latest installment of our Future of Privacy Automation Series, learn how 
to automate data policy enforcement and policy violation remediation. 

 

https://www.onetrust.com/resources/us-state-spi-opt-in-requirements-for-marketers-and-advertisers-webinar/
https://www.onetrust.com/resources/embark-on-your-trust-journey-with-onetrust-consent-and-preferences-webinar
https://www.dataversity.net/rwdg-webinar-convincing-stakeholders-data-governance-is-essential/
https://www.dataversity.net/webinar-understanding-the-data-you-have-before-applying-a-governance-strategy/
https://www.dataversity.net/webinar-understanding-the-data-you-have-before-applying-a-governance-strategy/
https://go.thoughtspot.com/e/710713/-data-and-moonshots-transcript/7c9hr/467488084?h=eUhMq67nW6hlSZHz6AYDU17ypH2hI5kCEuodUdt0RnI
https://go.thoughtspot.com/e/710713/hriving-marketplace-transcript/7c9ht/467488084?h=eUhMq67nW6hlSZHz6AYDU17ypH2hI5kCEuodUdt0RnI
https://app.elq.onetrust.com/e/er?s=2025046056&lid=6700&elqTrackId=580EF6A1705FA5A5E31AD51EA1BFE5FE&elq=36d6344e6b924cd381ce9d31fcc6ac64&elqaid=3968&elqat=1
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Data Radicals Podcast: “How to Be a Data Cheerleader” (Watch-on-Demand).  
Data Radicals, a show about the people who use data to see things that nobody else can. This episode 
features an interview with Caroline Carruthers, co-author of The Chief Data Officer’s Playbook. In this 
episode, they discuss the traits of an effective chief data officer, how to drive transformation within an 
organization, and the importance of emotional intelligence. 
 

ADM Monster-Sized Meet-Up: AI-Infused VSM (Watch-on-Demand - YouTube).  
Session on how to Leverage AI-Infused VSM to Stay Relevant with our expert Don Jackson and guest 
Chris Trimper from Independent Health. 

 

Policy Boundaries of Creative Machines. (Watch-on-Demand - YouTube).  
“The realties of artificial intelligence have taken IP by storm. In every core subject matter—copyright, 
patents, and trademarks—AI has affected core questions.” It  explores the equity implications of the 
interactions between AI and IP. 

Articles  

Keys to Successful Data Governance.  Unfortunately a lot of data governance programs fail and there are many 

reasons why. 

Lean Data Governance Strategies. The goal of data governance is to ensure the quality, availability, integrity, 

security, and usability within an organization. 

Trends in Data Management: A 2022 DATAVERSITY Report. In today’s data-driven digital economy, organizations 

are increasingly looking for competitive advantages through reporting, analytics, and operational efficiencies. 

While this has been true for many years, there is an increasing maturity in the Data Management space as more 

organizations look to focus on Data Governance, Data Quality, and Data Security to ensure a solid data 

foundation for these efforts. (DOWNLOAD DOCUMENT) 

AI groups work to tune, release large language models. A group of AI researchers have joined forces to train 

and publicly release instruction-tuned large language models. 

Gain a Competitive Advantage with Enhanced Cloud Data Analytics. Data is commonly called “the food for 

artificial intelligence (AI)”. But in order to extract meaningful insights for faster and better decision-making, both 

structured and unstructured data must be used to achieve success. (DOWNLOAD DOCUMENT) 

White Label Analytics: What It Is, Why It Matters, Top 5 Benefits. White label analytics goes by various names: 

white label BI, custom analytics, OEM BI. All of them effectively mean the same thing: Making analytics your own. 

This in-depth article will give you an overview of how white labeling works, why it’s important, and what makes a 

good white-label analytics solution.  

https://c39dt04.na1.hubspotlinks.com/Btc/F9+113/c39dT04/VWt2G42r55BzW2V3M1p6f559SW5d86_w4GcdWlN4Yn9MN5bL5hV3Zsc37CgDMKW5lBRHv3VBcm7W4TnBwk6LV7KlN1WMLMgv1W-YW6K7nsK63ByQ3W3jxTSk2jSnwdW8QNNwQ8x0VY-V6-3gF5qGC80W8VtB6g8Nxk6NW2q8rVH89HGHBW7C4K976GXyZdW8xNzDq5ZMqBlW6GQpR33-NtdlW3GYL4S66hsDjW5fq3t-1rWsVjW7jX7xl45dTHtW3MljXB28DLHRW4Hj7X12_6Kg0N9f6tn9YR8xPV70fn63bjV7FW3T565W8s_PV3W4vrV3C4vVXgBW8fBgRG8wJbmYW1nzdq9412c5ZW8zptFk7dw4b1W52q0hP6XnTGqW76Jly_2rTx6NVVjy1K8TSG50W5vCLz-3tZLgDW3_40NV16VSh4W1D0qGP2twV-fW5dgllY8xJV-_W2p3wsn6bF_f5W3X694z4YjJ1wN7V6lmQnYbDX3dwW1
https://www2.microfocus.com/e/762653/watch-v-HIdHcYw0mL0/2lnxdcb/999078114?h=LEIKVfiY-GFFxHQ23rWC3c6pojdzg3zkuiWjIaTlEIw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J7sTlOUSbzk
https://tdan.com/keys-to-successful-data-governance/27370
https://tdan.com/lean-data-governance-strategies/25238
https://www.dataversity.net/data-management-trends-in-2022/
https://www.techtarget.com/searchenterpriseai/news/252526387/AI-groups-work-to-tune-release-large-language-models?utm_campaign=20221027_ERU-ACTIVE_WITHIN_90_DAYS&utm_medium=EM&utm_source=SGERU&source_ad_id=252526387&src=10185665&asrc=EM_SGERU_250497127
https://content.dataversity.net/InformaticaQ32022WP300_DownloadWP.html
https://s608.t.en25.com/e/er?s=608&lid=56144&elqTrackId=C37E1BF28873763647E9F4BC109AE342&elq=390e923953b148cfbc56073b18056a24&elqaid=45552&elqat=1
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Maximize the ROI of Your Enterprise Data Lake. With organizations embracing digitization in a big way, the 

generation of data has grown manifold. According to IDC, the growth of data will be huge across industries, from 

16 zettabytes to 160 zettabytes.  

DataOps Observability: Taming the Chaos (Part 1) and (Part 2). Observability is a methodology for providing 

visibility of every journey that data takes from source to customer value across every tool, environment, data 

store, team, and customer so that problems are detected and addressed immediately.  

Organizations need ‘privacy by design’. While data is the lifeblood of most organizations, it also poses a 

substantial liability. This blog looks at the important role data privacy programs play in modern endeavors for 

data protection. (DOWNLOAD DOCUMENT) 

Data Sharing Marketplaces for Dummies. It’s no secret that to fuel data-driven decision-making your business 

needs exceptional insights. To create them, the right people need fast, easy access to trusted, quality data. 

(DOWNLOAD DOCUMENT)  

What is data tracking plan, and why should engineers care. Data tracking plans keep everyone in your 

organization aligned on your data efforts, from the high-level strategy to the nittiest, grittiest details. 

(DOWNLOAD DOCUMENT)  

The Book Look: We The People (Playbook for Data Ethics). We The People, by Kathy Rondon, leads us down the 

path of rethinking what we do with data today and also, for most of us, makes us realize that we often do not 

consider ethics when using data today to make business decisions.  

Modern Data Integration for DataOps. When you think of DataOps, know that it is not just a technology 

platform. The concept of DataOps requires a change in mindset and a change in how you put together teams and 

processes. Learn about the core of the DataOps practice. You will see how this modern data integration platform 

provides speed, flexibility, resilience, and reliability. (DOWNLOAD DOCUMENT)  

The Dollars and Sense of DataOps. The data leader’s role is not seen as valuable unless it focuses on 

stakeholders’ KPIs (so say the experts at Gartner). The rapidly emerging practice of DataOps is rising to the 

challenge – but what, exactly, does DataOps mean for your bottom line? (DOWNLOAD DOCUMENT) 

ESG: Improving data quality & analytics with DataOps. According to ESG research, 90% of respondent 

organizations plan to make moderate to extensive investments in DataOps over the next year. The fact of the 

matter is, all organizations experience the challenges that drive DataOps adoption – but only those with an 

effective strategy are able to overcome them. (DOWNLOAD DOCUMENT)  

Master Data Management Solution Selection Guide. Solutions available in the Master Data Management market 

are both similar and different. Data leaders may spend time comparing capabilities that can be fulfilled by any 

solution but miss the finer capabilities that will make a difference to your organizational needs. This independent 

selection guide by analyst Henrik Liliendahl will give you an assessment of the Master Data Management market 

and compare the solutions you need to know about. (DOWNLOAD DOCUMENT) 

https://www.dataversity.net/maximize-the-roi-of-your-enterprise-data-lake/?mkt_tok=NjU2LVdNVy05MTgAAAGHuE5xzBAp3jcnXPVQ_Q7-so-FcqOaR-RrWkdH4ce8BMXGYravgejygwc2KM0b_Odx-1d3Ro6wHJKfw8DQYAr94rhkj2EB1pbbakOwVt5aVjMT
https://datakitchen.io/dataops-observability-chaos-part-1/
https://datakitchen.io/dataops-observability-taming-the-chaos-part-2
https://www.bitpipe.com/data/loadAsset.action?resId=1664444484_91&assetclick=true
https://content.dataversity.net/InformaticaQ42022WP300_DownloadWP.html
https://www.mparticle.com/blog/data-tracking-plan-engineers/
https://tdan.com/the-book-look-we-the-people-playbook-for-data-ethics/30015?mkt_tok=NjU2LVdNVy05MTgAAAGHsyODKjWd0NmWs1igtPgaTNBVp2nIJhTdTwEuSdCUovnFBPSyxeZZGG6tpBezBwnu6lXZOozllgY5SD6eLZJs6LIqLgW0nDMWN3RJ29NTXUmr
https://media.bitpipe.com/io_16x/io_164514/item_2609330/Modern%20Data%20Integration%20for%20DataOps%20-%20Whitepaper.pdf
https://media.bitpipe.com/io_16x/io_164514/item_2609330/The%20Dollars%20and%20Sense%20of%20DataOps%20-%20Exec%20Report.pdf
https://www.bitpipe.com/data/loadAsset.action?resId=1667466481_609&assetclick=true
https://content.dataversity.net/SemarchyQ32022WP300_DownloadWP.html

